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I have been working my way through the New Testament to see the different models that Paul used in his ministry. I

love the fact that he did not just use one method during his journeys. Sometimes we see that Paul was using the

more traditional support base model while other times he took a job as a tent maker.

If you’re like me, you probably ask yourself, “What’s the best model?”

I actually don’t think that there is a best model! It all depends on what the Lord is asking you to do. Each of us needs

to be obedient to his leading.

I personally love the business as mission model. Over the past 15 years of doing BAM, and I have seen �rsthand how

it:

gives great opportunities for proclamation

allows us to build solid relationships in the community

offers us a solid identity

is a model of work and worship to local believers

has direct impact on the culture (spiritual, social and �nancial)

There are also some dangers in doing BAM!

2 Dangers of Business as Mission
When you think of the dangers and hardships of BAM, you may think of personal security concerns, �nancial risk or

the fact that you have never run a business. Yes, these are obstacles that need to be overcome, but perhaps the

greatest danger in BAM is losing our original focus of using our business as a tool to more effectively proclaim the

gospel of Jesus.

Sometimes we are so internally focused on the operational details of our business and immediate business contacts

that we lose sight of the lostness around us. Yes, we want to work each and every hour as worship to the Lord. We

also want to take each opportunity during work hours to speak of Jesus, but we also need to recognize that some of

the hungry disciples may come from outside our business network. We don’t want to miss out on casual

conversations of Christ in the cafes! Our businesses will give us unique relationships and connect us to a network of

professionals and employees, but that is not the limit of our community.

Forget to focus out… 
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The reality of the fact is that many of the seekers coming to learn more about Jesus may not be in your business

network. You need to be willing and ready to give more of your time outside of the business day to disciple and

evangelize these hungry people.

Don’t get sucked into the lie that once we have checked o� our work hours, we can
hide away in our homes because our non-dichotomized work/proclamation time is
done.

Yes, there are days when we are tired and days when family and team all �ght for a slice our time. Whether we are

working or enjoying family time, we need to be listening to Jesus and ready to speak to disciples he sends.

Another real danger is when the business metrics and goals become the focus of your life. I am all for

professionalism and working hard for the glory of the Lord. I love it when businesses are pro�t generating machines.

I believe God is happy when our businesses are successful. But…

It is all about the business goals

There is a huge danger when we begin to focus more on making the business successful than on making Jesus

known.

We need to stand guard against the subtle lie that if our business is successful,
people will be transformed.

I know that seems strong but just because we bring economic and social transformation does not mean that the lost

are any farther from a Christless eternity. True transformation comes only when someone turns to Jesus and leaves

the Kingdom of darkness.

Our business goals should work hand-in-hand with our ministry goals. If the business begins to distract or hinder us

from more effectively proclaiming the Name of Jesus, we need to step back and evaluate what must be done. Let’s

allow God to use the tools (business), resources (money & time) and gifts (abilities) for His Kingdom purposes.

Business as Mission is an awesome model if done by the leading and direction of the Holy Spirit.
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 please visit www.bam360.org. The

purpose of BAM360 is to empower and equip

the next generation of Christian entrepreneurs

to make a positive spiritual and economic impact

in areas lacking a Christian witness.

For other Business as Mission articles and

resources,

Do you need BAM help?
For training, coaching or consulting,

please email us at contact@bam360.org

mailto:contact@bam360.org

